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RECOMMENDATION FOR DEDICATION OF BILLBOARD TAX 
REVENUE THROUGH THE BUDGETING PROCESS  
 
BACKGROUND 

BeautifulCity.ca first introduced the idea of a tax on billboards to enhance public spaces via art 
during the 2001 Creative City Consultations. Since then, over 4500 people have signed a 
petition in support and over 60 organizations from across Toronto have endorsed it. According to 
both 2007 Environics and 2009 EKOS Polling 7/10 Torontonians are in favour. In 2007 Council 
directed staff to report on a billboard tax “specifically for the purposes of raising revenue to 
administer the by-law and for city beautification, arts or cultural initiatives” (Council Decision 
Document Oct 22/23). This city building idea was then singled out in multiple staff reports as 
achieving a broad spectrum of public support and as the most popular in the Revenue Tools 
Consultations. Funding art was also used as the key reason for implementing the tax in official 
documents, further consultations, city press releases and consultant’s reports. On Nov. 4

,
 2009, 

the billboard tax to fund art and enforcement was unanimously passed by PGM Committee with 
all further amendments to occur at Council. On Dec. 7,

 
2009 Council passed the bylaw and tax 

at 10.4 million with a 29/12 decision. The key justification given for the decided tax level (above 
bylaw enforcement costs) was to support public realm improvements through arts and culture. 
The necessity of the tax as a means to fund art was stated over 45 times by councillors and 
staff. A motion was also separately passed that directed allotment of prospective revenue to the 
budgeting process. This was accompanied by explicit direction from the Budget Chief that in no 
way should this be construed as taking the revenue away from the arts – only that the regular 
process should be followed in disbursing the funds.(See Appendix 1–3). This city building 
initiative may still be in danger of being undermined or sent back into the deferral and delay 
cycle by concern over the city’s current financial straights. However, with the announcement of a 
surplus, Councillor Carroll recently indicated that there will be a much improved arts plan on the 
table at the April 7

th
 Executive meeting. According to EKOS Research, only 18% of Torontonians 

are supportive of a billboard tax that goes to general revenue. 
 
 
CURRENT POSITION  
1) After enforcement, 3.4 million is projected in billboard tax revenue this year. The revenue from 
the billboard tax is needed to start improving our communities this year. Despite the surplus, the 
BeautifulCity.ca Alliance remains supportive of the objective of fiscal prudence and would like to 
be part of the solution while similarly setting the conditions for the long-term economic and 
cultural health of Toronto. In the short-term, the Alliance supports putting 10% of the new revenue 
the billboard tax has brought to the table towards balancing the city budget in 2010. This would 
effectively put twice the percentage asked of reductions from city agencies. However, the Alliance 
calls for the 2010 budget to allocate 90% of all incoming billboard tax revenues towards 
investments in public realm improvements through arts and culture, as outlined on page 2. This 
will be in accordance with how the tax was both conceived and sold to the public, will recognize 
the importance of strong citizen engagement and will build trust in the city. Such a move would 
generate tremendous public goodwill and set a positive precedent for the 2011 cycle to build on.  

2) Going forward, the BeautifulCity.ca Alliance supports a proposed multi-year service agreement 
/contract between the arms-length Toronto Arts Council (TAC) and the city. Over 10.4 million 
dollars are projected to be available in the 2011 cycle. Considering upcoming political leadership 
changes in Toronto, allotting 90% percent of these funds via a service contract with the TAC will 
serve to enshrine the wishes of the majority of Torontonians and create a highly visible living 
legacy. Actively encouraging the TAC to better serve stakeholders outside the downtown core, 
the service agreement needs to specify that 25% of funds go to youth and high need/priority 
communities, 25% be divided by ward and 50% for city wide-projects. This formula was ratified by 
the sixty organizations that make up the BeautifulCity.ca alliance in April 2009.  
 
The city now has the resources to accomplish the commitments of the Culture Plan and 
Agenda for Prosperity, to ensure marginalized youth have a voice and thus ownership in 
their communities and support hundreds of beautification projects across every ward. 
Let‟s move this dream and opportunity for building a better city one step closer to reality. 
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FUNDING PRIORITIES AND OUTCOMES 
 
The TAC is uniquely positioned to administer the funds as overhead in setting up the new programs will be minimal and 
the funds will be well protected in the foreseeable future. The TAC‘s advanced capacity for supporting excellence in 
both professional and community art is well established and overhead is comparatively low (less than 11% due to strong 
volunteer commitment.) The organization is also currently improving its ability to support youth and neighbourhood 
targeted programming through the Block-to-Block Program and the Neighbourhood Arts Network and should be 
encouraged in this direction. The outcome of supporting such activities will increase the value of the institution with 
stakeholders outside the downtown core and create a more connected Toronto.  To protect the wishes of council, the 
type / scope of projects to be supported would need to be pre-determined within an agency contract (i.e. a percent of 
support available per-ward and to youth programs) and outcomes reviewable on an annual basis. Starting 2010 a legal 
contract / agency agreement could be put into effect between the TAC and the City of Toronto to provide 90% of the 
billboard tax revenue gathered (minus enforcement costs) towards satisfying the following obligations:  
 
1. The first priory is that 25% of the funds (0.85 million this year and 2 million next) go to youth arts in high-
need communities. One of the key objectives of BeautifulCity.ca is diversifying access to expression in public spaces. 

For example, consider the positive impact of 0.85 million this year and 2 million next going to ensuring that youth feel 
they have a voice and thus ownership in their communities. Think of the pride and leadership that could be nurtured by 
one hundred youth run projects, about 20K each, every year across Toronto. Defining high-need and determining which 
target groups to focus on will need further exploration, but one approach could be that, after administrative expenses, 8 
substantial projects could be established in each priority neighbourhood, every year. This could be accomplished 
though the TAC‘s Block-by-Block program or through the Community Resources Unit. A service contract with the TAC is 
advantageous as it will protect the funds in the foreseeable future and reward/bind the agency to push further out of the 
downtown core. One possible partner recipient in this endeavour could be Artreach Toronto. This organization provides 
accessible funding and capacity building to a multitude of hard to reach youth arts organizations in marginalized 
communities across Toronto.  
 
2. The second major priority is for 25% of the funds to be divided by ward (20K this year, 45K next per ward) for 
localized urban beautification and streetscape projects. This includes everything from greening, to community 
gardens to murals, to street festivals and to graffiti transformation. When the tax matures, this will mean roughly 40K for 
each ward or 20K this year. This will further ensure goodwill across the city – making highly visible grassroots changes 
in neighbourhoods this summer. This could be accomplished through the Public Realm Unit / Clean and Beautiful 
program or preferably through a service agreement through the TAC‘s new Neighbourhood Arts Network. One potential 
beneficiary is the Graffiti Transformation Project. This city project has an excellent history of creating partnerships with 
small businesses to paint over graffiti tagging with murals done by youth. This is one of the most effective and 
affordable solutions to graffiti tagging, engaging youth, passing on creative skills and re-connecting them to the built 
environment in a positive format – according to the police, approximately 80% of sites are never tagged again. 
 
3. The third priority is that 50% of the funds (or approximately 1.7 this year, 4 million next) be channeled to city 
wide artists, arts organizations, festivals, Local Arts Service Organizations and the Majors. This would be 

distributed via grants directly to artists and organizations, arts festivals, outdoor performances and projects that enliven 
the public realm, ideally via the TAC. This would solidify the support of the core of the city by getting us one giant step 
closer to finally achieving Council‘s commitment of Culture Plan and put some serious weight behind the Agenda for 
Prosperity.  One example could be a variety of arts projects and ongoing programming along the planned 
pedestrianization of John Street. This would give a human scale and feel to the space and transform it into a top tourist 
destination. Investment would also serve to visually link the many cultural organizations along this street. (Bell Lightbox, 
AGO, OCAD, CBC, the Theatre District etc.) 
 

 
WHAT WILL THIS DO FOR TORONTO ? 
 
- Vibrant public spaces enhance property values and increase traffic for small businesses; they boost civic pride and 
tourism, build community cohesion and give something highly visible back to residents. 
- Strategic investment is an important part of long-term fiscal stability. A McKinsey and Co. study in 2006 found that 
"for every 1 dollar of public arts funding in a regional economy, 8 are generated." 
- Toronto is falling behind other cities in relative cultural spending: according to the Martin Prosperity Institute after 
inflation, cultural funding has been stagnant since 1991 and average cities around the country have expanded their 
cultural expenditures by more than 4 times as much as Toronto, putting the city on the low end of competitive 
growth. 



 

RATIONALE FOR ALLOTMENT TO ENHANCING PUBLIC SPACES WITH ART 

 
1) A PUBLIC GOOD WITH WIDE GEOGRAPHIC AND SECTORAL SUPPORT   
Enhanced funding to art in public spaces (murals, accessible programming, free festivals, outdoor 
performances etc.) will provide a wide public benefit to all Torontonians. Further so in that policy will include a 
funding formula that will benefit all city wards and put a priority on youth art and high-need communities. The 
proposed use of revenue towards supporting the arts in public spaces is also endorsed by some of the top 
environmental, sustainable transport, education, cultural and poverty reduction organizations in Toronto as well 
as groups located across the city. Funding the enhancement of public spaces is by its nature for all of Toronto‘s 
citizens – not only for artists as some have misunderstood. 
 
 
2) BOLSTER THE CITY‟S ECONOMY  
According to the Martin Prosperity Institute, directed investment in arts and culture dramatically improves 
economic competitiveness, impacting innovation, creativity and producing a more vibrant city. However, in 
2008, the Institute found that "the fact that average cities around the country have expanded their cultural 
expenditures by more than 4 times as much as the City of Toronto has put Toronto on the low end of 
competitive growth." According to EKOS research 80% of Torontonians believe that government investments in 
arts and culture to enhance public spaces improve the local economy. The results are based on 700 
respondents and are valid +/- 3.7 percentage points 19/20. (At a full GTA sample of 1200 respondents and 
deviation of +/-2.8, support is at 77%.) 
 
 

 
EKOS RESEARCH 2009 – DOWNLOAD FULL PACK HERE  
http://www.beautifulcity.ca/ekos.pdf   

  

 

 
3) FIX MARKET FAILURE, ENHANCE ACCESS AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 
Almost all other forms of advertising subsidize cultural content in exchange for your attention (e.g. TV includes 
45 minutes of educational or entertaining content in exchange for 15 minutes of advertising, newspapers about 

http://www.beautifulcity.ca/ekos.pdf


 

50/50.) Billboards do not have to give back a visible and broader public good as people don‘t have a choice in 
viewing the messages. Billboards provide one of the cheapest, per-view forms of advertising. The ‗cost‘ is 
passed on to public spaces and the look of our city, while undermining more democratic media. The billboard 
tax for art was sold to the public as a fair and just means for outdoor advertisers to take responsibility for their 
impact on the city and contribute to enhancing our environment and expanding freedom of expression. 
 
 

4) FISCAL STABILITY MEANS STRATEGIC INVESTMENT  
7.74 million (10.4 projected, minus 2.66 for enforcement [1.8] and servicing the deficit [.86]) constitutes a 
rounding error in the context of the total city budget (0.09 % of 8.7b).  Scuttling this city building idea to solely 
address the current budget crisis will ultimately be counterproductive to the long-term health of the economy, 
competitiveness, perceived integrity of our city politicians, youth participation and even sense of ownership in 
Toronto. Also, consider that a McKinsey and Co. study in 2006 found that "for every 1 dollar of public arts 
funding in a regional economy, 8 are generated.‖ 
 
 

5) LIVE UP TO COMMITMENTS TO ENHANCE COMPETITIVENESS AND TOURIST DRAW 
City Council approved the Culture Plan for the Creative City in 2003. This included increasing the per capita 
spending on culture to $25 by 2008. This has failed: consider Toronto‘s current $18 per capita spending as 
compared to Vancouver at $19, Montreal at $32, New York at $54 and San Francisco at $80. 
 
 

6) TORONTONIANS WANT THIS TO GO TO ART – REGARDLESS OF THE EXCUSES OR CONTEXT 
Torontonians want this tax to increase arts funding in order to enhance the city and most notably were surveyed 
during peaks of the last two major budget crises. Torontonians understand the connection between culture and 
the process of rebuilding a healthy economy. According to Ipsos Reid, reported in Municipal World Magazine in 
2007, ―91% of respondents agreed that ―a vibrant arts and cultural scene can be a significant contributor to a 
community‘s economy.‖ Only 18% of Torontonians are supportive of a billboard tax where the funds go to 
general revenue.  
 

 

 



 

7) CHOOSE PROSPERITY - ATTRACT / RETAIN JOBS AND TALENT 
Creativity and cultural investment is one of the four pillars of the city‘s Agenda for Prosperity (2006). In 
Successful Canadian Cities: Mission Possible (2007) the Conference Board of Canada argues ―if Canada‘s 
largest cities are to become world-class centers of design, architecture, and culture, and attract young, talented, 
creative people, they will have to do more than invest in physical infrastructure. They will have to sustain vibrant 
cultures and become centers of excellence…Cities that offer a high quality of life attract and retain firms and 
workers in the knowledge-intensive and creative fields.‖ Well designed public spaces also boost property values 
and create opportunities for small business. 
 
 

8) BUILD HEALTHIER, MORE VIBRANT AND REFLECTIVE COMMUNITIES 
According to a report from the University of Pennsylvania, Social Impacts of the Arts Project "low income 
neighbourhoods with higher cultural participation are four times more likely than average to have low 
delinquency rates. Neighbourhoods with an active arts scene are nearly three times more likely to see their 
poverty rates decline and their population increase." Some politicians have divisively attempted to position this 
as an either-or situation in supporting the arts or social services. However, though artists on average exist below 
the poverty line many are engaged in highly effective and efficient social work. 
 
 
9) BUILD TRUST, MAINTAIN OWNERSHIP AND CIVIC PARTICIPATION 
The position of the city in all consultations, most media interviews and all publicly released reports has been that 
the funds will eventually go to supporting arts and culture. Revoking the provision to improve public spaces and 
diverting funds to general revenue alone will be perceived as a ‗bait and switch‘ in selling the tax to the public. 
Deceptive action undermines trust in the city, the legitimacy of civic participation and may produce long-term 
disenfranchisement for the thousands of young people who have participated in creating and pushing this policy 
forward for the past eight years. Widely supported, citizen led attempts to improve the city should be rewarded 
with actionable policy. Furthermore interests that bring resources to the table should not be punished with a 
failure to follow-through with recognition and support. Additionally, a legal challenge to the tax by the industry 
will be less tenable on a public relations level if the funds are allotted to the arts, particularly as the challenge is 
likely be based on a ‗freedom of expression‘ argument.  

 
 



 

APPENDIX 1 – COUNCIL VIDEO 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Watch a video recap of council here: http://www.beautifulcity.ca  
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APPENDIX 2- CITY DOCUMENTS 

 

 
2001 - Culture Plan Youth Consultation Summary http://www.beautifulcity.ca/bc/time/consult.jpg 

http://www.beautifulcity.ca/bc/time/consult.jpg
http://www.beautifulcity.ca/bc/time/consult.jpg


 

 

2007 – Presentation to Council: New Taxation Measures: http://www.toronto.ca/finance/pdf/new_taxation_july16.pdf  

 

2009 – Objectives of New Sign Regulation and Revenue Strategy for the City / Review of Second Round of 

Consultations: http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2009/pg/bgrd/backgroundfile-24387.pdf  

 
2009 – City Press Release 
http://wx.toronto.ca/inter/it/newsrel.nsf/9da959222128b9e885256618006646d3/af8393e9a70efb958525765d0050985f?Op
enDocument 

http://www.toronto.ca/finance/pdf/new_taxation_july16.pdf
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2009/pg/bgrd/backgroundfile-24387.pdf
http://wx.toronto.ca/inter/it/newsrel.nsf/9da959222128b9e885256618006646d3/af8393e9a70efb958525765d0050985f?OpenDocument
http://wx.toronto.ca/inter/it/newsrel.nsf/9da959222128b9e885256618006646d3/af8393e9a70efb958525765d0050985f?OpenDocument


 

 
2009 – Economic Impact Analysis of Third Party Sign Tax, Professor D. Amborski 

 
2009 - Presentation by the Chief Building Official to Council: http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2009/cc/bgrd/backgroundfile-25521.pdf   
 

 

http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2009/cc/bgrd/backgroundfile-25521.pdf


 

 

2009 – Post Vote, Inside Toronto Article: http://www.insidetoronto.com/news/cityhall/article/228272--city-billboards-will-be-under-one-
bylaw-council-approves 

 
2010 – NRU Article  http://www.beautifulcity.ca/bc/time/NRU-2010.jpg   

 

FULL ARCHIVE AVAILABLE AT: http://www.beautifulcity.ca/bc/archive.htm  

http://www.insidetoronto.com/news/cityhall/article/228272--city-billboards-will-be-under-one-bylaw-council-approves
http://www.insidetoronto.com/news/cityhall/article/228272--city-billboards-will-be-under-one-bylaw-council-approves
http://www.beautifulcity.ca/bc/time/NRU-2010.jpg
http://www.beautifulcity.ca/bc/archive.htm


 

APPENDIX 3 – COUNCIL TRANSCRIPTS 

 

PLANNING AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT NOV 7 2009 – DISK 1, title 02 11/4/2009 / 3:49pm 

 
―The revenues associated with collecting the tax are projected to be in the neighbourhood of annualized at just over 10 
million dollars assuming 2000 lawfully erected signs. The report outlines options for directing the enhanced revenue to 
first enforcement of the bylaw and then considerations through the 2010 budget process the priorities of city 
beautification arts and culture.‖ 
Ann Borooah, Chief Building Official/Executive Director, Toronto Building, Staff Presentation, 0:31:24 

 
 
―At one point during the process was the industry made aware that the tax would be used to fund arts initiatives?‖ 
Councillor Stintz, 3:26:57 

 
Re: ―I don‘t recall the exact point and there has never has been a true dispute with were the taxation would fully go if 
there is additional money. The issue here is that the city and the committee is asking for too much from an industry that 
does not have enough to give. We can give something in line with the Hemson report because it was factually assessed 
and proper consultation went into it. We are prepared to pay for proactive enforcement…‖ 
Lisa, Titan / OMAC 

 
 
―We have justifiable, quantifiable need‖ 
Councillor Davis 5:16:43 

Re: ―You‘re not proposing to use any of this money to fix broken sewers in neighbourhoods.‖ 
Chris, Abcon, Megaposter 

 
Re: ―No but investing in the public realm and various clean and beautiful city initiatives and the arts and so on are 
demonstrable needs in the city of Toronto…‖ 
Councillor Davis, 5:17:14 

 
 
―We need a revenue source to be able to monitor the situation, this is what all the big municipalities are doing across 
North America, their putting in a tax and their funneling that tax into enforcement and their funneling that tax into city 
beautification enhancements. We have to match the tax to the service, and because there is a real nice marriage with 
what I think the arts advocates are saying and the tax that is being proposed here. The reason why you advertise on 
billboards is because it impacts on the public realm, you walk by it, you drive by it you cycle by it that‘s why they are 
there. Is it not fair and reasonable to say -- we can debate the quantum, but is it not fair and reasonable to say that we 
want control over where that visibility happens, we want to be able to manage that control and we want the public to 
benefit from the fact that you are showing those signs in a public realm. That‘s the basic theory here and I think that 
philosophy, that way of thinking is as sound as the day is long…‖ 
Councillor Mihevc, 6:21:11 

 
 
―We are following our objectives, we are going to have a consistently enforced harmonized sign bylaw and revenues, 
new additional revenues that can go into the kinds of beautification, arts and other uses in the city that we desperately 
need.‖ 
Councillor Davis 6:29: 30 

 
 
―Now, some level of taxation over and above that [enforcement] that‘s fair. To those that don‘t want any advertising, 
careful what you wish for – because if we end up with no advertising there is also no money for grants for the arts‖ 
Councillor Milczyn, 6:35:40 

 
―I want to say one last thing to the arts community that are in the room tonight, the groups that have tried to seize this 
opportunity [actually we made the opportunity too] to finance profoundly important arts programs and youth programs in 
the city and who put 600 people in this council chamber not too long ago supporting the notion of tax supported so that 



 

those youth could participate in the life of the city and the beautification of this city. I want to say thank you for that effort, 
I want to say that you are part of our communities, your part of the people elected us to represent you and it is going to 
be a very big struggle to get a tax established and make sure that it does not go to general revenue….The taxes that we 
raise of this policy, go towards, whether it is youth through arts or trying to tackle the TTC budget increases go towards 
providing services to some of the most vulnerable people in this city, and we can‘t do it by walking away from this tax.‖ 
Councillor Vaughan, 6:47:46 

 
 
―I want to pick up where Vaughan has sort of left off when he talks about the taxes being utilized to support the 
vulnerable communities and so on as well as the arts community. I think we can all agree that we can support the 
concept.‖ 
Councillor Thompson, 6:48:30 

 
―…I think that we will all be the beneficiary of it. I think that the area and the focus in terms of arts, and I do hope that um 
much of the arts community is hoping to realize will actually accrue to the community and the programs that they are 
hoping to see materialize. My hope is that it does realize but I think at the end of the day we might have some 
challenges with that, the point that I wanted to make though with this remark is to suggest that we will all be the 
beneficiary of the work of the arts community and the visitors coming to Toronto.‖ 
Councillor Thompson, 6:52:50 
 

COUNCIL DISK 2 -12.1.2009 

 
―The direction to report back on this item came from council which suggested that we should report back, staff should 
report back on the application of a billboard or signage tax, for the purposes of raising revenue to administer the bylaw 
as well as raise revenue for city beautification, arts or cultural initiatives. In keeping with the direction given by council, 
the proposed TPST or sign tax was based on the goals outlined in this slide including providing a source of revenue 
including providing better enforcement of the sign bylaw, potential revenues to support city beautification and other city 
goals including arts and culture further support the goals outlined in the new sign bylaw and promote the City‘s 
environmental goals…. In conclusion, we are proposing in the report before you a tax that we believe will support these 
city goals as directed by council… ‖ 
Ann Borooah, Chief Building Official/Executive Director, Toronto Building, Staff Presentation, 0:53:15 
 
Re: ―You indicated that this policy of taxation supports city policy goals which particular goal does it support. Does it 
support attracting business, encouraging business – which is a public policy goal I believe of the Mayor?‖ 
Councillor Ootes 1:47:37 
 
Re: ―It is, councillor and we did work with the agenda for prosperity and the staff in Economic Development and 
consulted with the BIAs around the proposed regulations and recommend signs that we think will contribute to the cities 
goals for a beautiful city as outlined in the official plan – and supporting beautiful urban environment and that is the 
primary goal of the sign bylaw itself and that it what it is intended to support.‖ 
Ann Borooah, Chief Building Official/Executive Director, Toronto Building, Staff Presentation, 0:53:15 

 

DISK 2.5 12.1.2009, 2pm 
 
 
“I have a number of comments that I would like to make. First, I have been working on this issue for five years – it 

started with an audit that was done in my ward where we identified that 50% of the signs in my ward were illegal or 
documentation could not be found as far as there legitimacy. And that got me going and working on this with some of 
the folks that are behind us. The first and foremost though, I think it is very-very important for us to thank the group of 
individuals behind us, many of whom, yes are under 30 – under the 35 set, the illegalsigns.ca folks, the beautifulcity.ca 
folks for their spirited advocacy on this public policy issue, you know we are very often cynical or develop a cynicism in 
this city about the possibility for real change. Well here is a group of people – and I can remember the meeting that we 
had here, this council chamber was absolutely packed. They had it. It was the young people engaging and debating this 
and trying to figure out the right thing to do is. Trying to figure out if taxation was the best strategy, trying to figure out 
how, basically to beautify our public streets. So if there is a victory here and I do hope at the end of the day we do the 
right thing – a lot of credit goes to these folks here. Any young person, any group that thinks that change is not possible 
I think this is going to be a template for how actually you can change city hall. So I think they need to be 
complemented… When EKOs does a poll and they are a very reputable firm, they say at 70% support such a tax, with 



 

14% saying they are neutral – that is very, very good in terms of public relations terms. In terms of petitions they have 
done a ton of work around petitions – they have shown that yes the vast majority of Torontonians support this, support 
the direction that staff is going in….This is a very-very modest tax, this tax has already been cut two times, from 28 to 
18 to 10. This is reasonable and it should not be cut further. Madam speaker I think if we want to be a leading edge city, 
if we want to beautify our public spaces, if we want to have some regulations, we are not saying no to the signs – we 
are saying there has got to be some rules and we the public who are basically having these signs imposed on us 
deserve to get some benefits from it. I think this package before us is a good and fair package and we should not 
compromise.‖ 
Councillor Mihevc, 1:06:54 
 

―Billboards are rather unique, you really don‘t have a choice, you can turn off your tv, turn off your computer turn down 
your radio, but billboards are extremely hard to ignore so they really don‘t give the client or customer a big chance… 
Even though these billboards may be on private property they still require public through fairs and public access to be 
seen and I think that this motion allows the industry to come forward in a true spirit of partnership [in allowing them to 
come forward and submit their statements].‖ 
Councillor Heaps 1:14:34 

 
 
―…I disagree with Councillor Holyday, in fact some of that money should go to beautification. The advertising industry at 
the turn of the century signed a contract with the public and that contract essentially said we are going to give you a 
radio ad, we are going to pump a radio ad to you [but] are going to buy some high quality programming and you can 
have that, that is your benefit and if you choose, you can sit there and listen to our ad. The television industry carried 
that through. But with the billboard industry there is no public benefit, okay. They broke the contract with the community. 
The signs are there, and their there and their there and they offer nothing in return – and the tax offers us at least 
something in return that we can apply to the community – and there is no more appropriate place to put some of this 
money than beautification of this city. If this bylaw is approved as it is, than each councillor will have an opportunity to 
take those little bits of money they get for community beautification projects and you‘ll be able to do 5 or 6 of them in 
your ward. And then the money will go to beautify the city rather than simply sucked away into general revenue. And 
then the companies will be giving something back to the people of Toronto for the pain that they have to suffer for 
watching these signs. 
Councillor Moscoe, 1:47:59 
 
 
―If there is a tax collected that revenue should go to our communities. It is incredible that a few thousand dollars can 
enhance local communities in terms of public art, in terms of creating murals in terms of creating small gardens. And 
that is something that any taxes that are going to be collected should somehow go to our local communities. Otherwise 
if that goes to the general revenue, Torontonians are not going to see the benefit…let put the money where it should 
go.‖ 
Councillor Palacio 1:59:40 
 
 
―To the tax issue, notionally all of us agree that taxes need to get paid. Even the sign industry agrees that they want to 
contribute to the beautification of the city‖ 
Councillor Stintz. 2:12:20 

 
 
 ―These signs fly in the face of our investment in a clean and beautiful city, in a healthy city and also in the climate 
change targets we have been looking at. Now, I think that the idea that at some point we should have some of these 
signs and that we should take the revenue stream from that and put it into the beautification through artistry and through 
our public realm is a very good idea. I would suggest that we do not support councillor hoyday‘s direction….graffiti is not 
an issue of money but one of everyone working together…‖ Councillor McConnell, 2:31:53 
 

DISK 3 10:30-12:30, 12.07.2009 
 
 
―The more successful we are in making them attractive gathering places, the more private industry wants to get into 
them, so they can profit by the number of people walking through that location as an investment we make towards 
beautiful spaces. We set taxes in order to pay for the public facilities that make this a great place to live, and we should 



 

take this staff recommendation on the tax revenue – that they want us to put in so we can continue to invest in a great 
and beautiful city.‖  
Councillor Perks 04:42:15 / 35:27 / 38:25 

 
―I am committed, deeply to the funds, going to, as the Hemson report suggested into the public realm and to the arts.‖ 
Councillor Rae, 042:47 / 0:48 

 
 
―We have an opportunity to make a statement about the kind of public spaces we want in the city. We are taking the 
core of the money that will be levied and putting it into arts organizations that will compensate within the public realm 
and make positive contributions, and I think it is an excellent example of where the city sometimes leads and in this 
case the city has taken up the cause from the community which really come out and organized around this. Built up the 
consensus that is out there and we have the opportunity to act on this consensus. This is very much in the line, Madam 
Chair, of a long string of community lead initiatives going back all the way to stopping of the Spadina expressway, the 
maintenance of streetcars in the early 1970‘s – all of these were examples where the community has mobilized across 
divisions, come together over a number of years with a comprehensive plan. This allows us to collect the amount of 
revenue that is needed for enforcement but to also make a positive change. And I think at the end of the day, one of the 
acts of this council that will be remembered. This is a small but important part of that vision of a city that is clean, 
beautiful and invests in the arts.‖ 
Councillor Giambrone, 1:02:28 

 
 
―A tax that will be dedicated into another industry, creative industry, a non-profit industry, the arts in this city. That is a 
tremendous booster. I don‘t know if everyone saw the memo that came through from the Pride Committee, that showed 
just how much revenue that is brought to the city through a non-profit organization. Pride Toronto, I think it was 184 
Million dollars for pride week.‖ 
Councillor Fletcher, 1:12:58 
 

―I want to applaud the arts and creative community and I want to applaud in particular the youth branch, if you will of the 
arts and culture community. The are not all of them artists who have been hugely successful whenever they have 
applied to the TAC to find monies for artistic expression. They are not big components of the majors who we fund in a 
different way. But they have a vested interest in the arts and culture community. They are those young people who have 
organized themselves around the beauty of this city and all its facets – and they have done so since back in the last 
term of office when we were debating street furniture [before that]...and if we really think about it with the exception of 
community safety this is the one thing that has galvanized the youth community and indeed the activist community at 
large of this municipality for the last six years. Arts, culture beauty. Those things that they want to surround them 
because at a very early stage in their lives they decided that they are going to invest their lives in the city of Toronto, 
and so they have a long term commitment to the visual beauty and the arts and culture and low and behold, lucky us 
that is directly in line with our economic development policy. From Richard Florida on down. Everyone keeps telling us 
that that is a major component of a city that attracts people, such that creativity begins to go beyond arts and culture, 
creativity begins to permeate the minds of people in every business interest when it is there at the arts and cultural 
level. And so here we are, focused on business and yet in lockstep with what our youth community is asking us for and 
has done for the last six years. And so we have to look at their dialogue in their piece in this.‖ 
Councillor Carroll, 1:34:55   

Re: ―Can I see the amendment again as far as going to general revenue.‖ 
Councillor Moscoe 

 
―Well going to the budget process. My own feeling and through the budget process this would happen would be that we 
would come back with a recommendation about 2010 year, but as you know the budget committee is transmitted to the 
executive committee that we through deliberating with the staff that review arts and culture, public realm etc. that we 
would also bring to executive committee some recommendation about the years going forward that you could look at 
within the context of the budget and its requirements. 
Councillor Carroll 

I am sorry I did not hear your response to Moscoe. So I am just wondering, is your initiative to take it away from city 
beautification and arts and culture and then just have a great big broad discussion on where this money goes? 
Councillor Hall 

 



 

I am glad you asked this question. I think if you heard my comments you would know that in no way shape or form do I 
want to take it away from that component of the city‘s many operating requirements. A lot of people have forgotten that 
there is actually a second five years to the culture plan. There is great commitment that council has made in the past to 
the arts and culture community and we need to carry on with that. All I am saying is that by moving it to the budge 
process we will make the determinations in the context of those things that council is committed to in the past and also 
in the context of our financial controls. Which is to say that even in the arts community you don‘t just sprinkle free 
money its money based on what are your economic factors, what are you going to do with the money etc etc. etc. While 
we want to make a commitment there [the arts] it should be within the context of council‘s overall directives. 
Councillor Carroll 
 

DISK 4 2:00pm… 12.07.2009 
 
 
―K‘naan is someone who came out of the programs this city has supported that effectively bring the music of Somalia to 
the youth that live in Toronto…What is amazing about K‘naan is that he continues to give back to programs like Remix 
where he mentors young emerging artists in this city to make sure that their voices are heard – not just in Toronto but 
around the world. And the grant program that has nurtured these young artists in North Etobicoke and all parts of our 
city deserve our thanks for making sure that when the world gathers in South Africa this summer a Canadian will be 
centre stage even if our soccer team isn‘t – and that is with arts funding. And if Councillor Ford is curious about what 
they do in Etobicoke with their grants money – they achieve international acclaim.  
Adam Vaughan, Motion to Congratulate K‟naan 0:07:22 
 
 
―this is a manufactured issue like coffee cups and plastic bags‖ ―this really is a shakedown of the advertising industry 
and that is something that I don‘t think I can support. [then goes on to say that it should go to building one new rink 
every couple years] ―I believe that these new revenues, if they are to be raised should be used for hard infrastructure 
that is going to help out real people in real communities.‖ 
Councillor Minnan Wong, 0:13 

 
 
―Until you really have to work hard and have a cushy number, or hand money out to a bunch of freeloaders, that is what 
it comes down to…You know what is really funny at the end of the day, we‘ve all got it all orchestrated, oh all this money 
is going to go to the arts. This money is not going to the arts. You know it is not going to the arts. Everyone in this room 
knows it is not going to the arts. Now watch the arts jump up, ‗well where‘s the money you promised us last year‘ I‘ve 
got news for you, the arts and culture people that have been working / thinking that you are going to get this money – 
you‘re not going getting this money. And remember this as I am standing up here, you will not be getting this money. 
And it‘s all just a big cover-up that‘s all this is. You‘ll see. Mark my words; this is not going to any arts group, okay.  
Councillor Ford, 0:23:10 

 
 
―There are some people here that have been amazing advocates, sometimes perhaps annoyingly so. [You think dealing 
with us is annoying? Have ever been to city hall?] They have brought to the attention of this council the fact that our 
bylaws were not being followed and they brought to this council that when we regulate something that creates 
tremendous wealth for businesses should perhaps a little bit of that wealth be put back into the public spaces in this city. 
And I say good for them. That is a grassroots campaign. Good for them, drawing that to our attention….Final point is 
about the amount of the tax and where it should go. There is an incredible logic in this industry that is part of the 
creative industries and the arts and public space which are part of the creative industries coming together. 2010 is a 
challenging year for us, I am going to support Councillor Carroll‘s motion which makes the statement but also says the 
budget committee will weigh in. But I think this council also needs to send the signal by adopting the report that we 
understand the connection between allowing advertising on buildings in this city, deciding that it is going to be in certain 
ways that are appropriate for this city and have some part of those funds come back into building public spaces. Now I 
can tell you, part of my lunch, I did two things at lunch. I went to a business function and then I went to celebrate the fact 
that the city of Toronto‘s employees almost had a record contribution to the United Way of 1.2 million dollars, well over 
our 950 000 goal. When I was speaking with the business people, the first issue they raised with me, they said, you 
know what, the city looks and feels better, it looks and feels better. I like those clean and beautiful initiatives. That what 
one of the leaders in our real estate field said that to me and I think as we vote on these motions about amounts, and I 
am going to support the staff report and if that fails, I‘ll support Councillor Kelly‘s attempt to find a compromise on the 
amount, but as we are thinking about that, I urge be very careful about amendments to the bylaw cause they have been 
thought through with some precision by staff and once you allow a sign it is essentially there forever. And think through 



 

very carefully, if we want this city to truly be a welcoming stage for the G20 for example, we want to put our best foot 
forward – and by allowing this terrific industry to help support our clean and beautiful programs will do just that. thank 
you. 
Mayor Miller, 0:42:40  

 

APPENDIX 4 - MEDIA EXCERPTS 

―The new Sign Regulation and Revenue Strategy also recommends the implementation of a Third-Party Sign Tax, 

under the authority of Section 267 of the City of Toronto Act, to support the administration and enforcement of the new 

Sign Bylaw, as well as city beautification and ongoing investment in arts and culture in response to City Council‘s 

direction of October 2007‖ 

City Press Release, October 28, 2009 

 

 

―Ad nausum: The advertising Industry goes postal over a billboard tax that‘s expected to subsidize public art 

programs.‖ 

Staff Writer “The Temperature” Toronto Life, Feb 2010 

 

 

―Arts and public space activists, meanwhile, remained optimistic despite the fact council offered no assurance the 

approximately $9 million of revenue would go toward the arts. Council passed a motion from Budget Committee Chair 

Shelley Carroll asking the disposition of the tax revenues go to the budget committee, which she promised would be 

targeted toward the arts…Mayor David Miller supported the bylaw and said arts organizations can rest easy.‖ 

David Nickle, “City billboards will be under one bylaw, council approve,” Inside Toronto, Dec. 8, 2009 

 

 

―2009 - Visually, the story of Beautifulcity.ca would make a good musical. On one side of the stage, you‘d have a 

group of young artists, photographers, theatre actors and producers singing about evil billboards and, on the other 

side, dancing lobbyists and corporate executives wearing suits and cardboard cut-outs of advertisements. This scene 

has played out, minus the theatrical flair, at City Hall over the past few months. The culmination of an almost eight-

year campaign to get the city to tax billboards and use the money to fund public art, the group of artists behind 

Beautifulcity.ca collected more than 4,500 signatures on a petition and garnered the support of more than 50 

organizations including the Art Gallery of Ontario and the Elementary Teachers of Toronto. On Dec. 6, city council 

approved a new billboard tax that is expected to generate $10.4-million a year.‖  

Maryam Siddiqi “Out with the aughts: The decade in which Torontonians became more engaged with their 

city” National Post Dec 24, 2009 

 

 

―With little but an imperative to act, a willingness to collaborate, and the long-suffering of an ascetic, this determined 

group of young people were able to establish some cultural sustainability within the city by successfully petitioning 

council for a new tax on billboards, with a percentage of the monies generated going to a fund for city beautification 

through local arts. The billboard tax passed a day or so ago, at $10.4 million in revenue annually along with the new 

bylaw!‖ 

Kwende Kefentse, “Congrads to a BeautifulCity.ca,” Creative Class, Dec 10 

 

 

―In any case, the city looks to create about $9 million in revenue for beautification and cultural projects — and that‘s 

after they‘ve accounted for the 19-member billboard-enforcement team.‖ 

Chris Bilton, “Billboard-tax bylaw passed – finally!” EyeWeekly Dec. 7, 2009 

 

 

While Miller offered his assurances the tax will be spent on city beautification projects, others disagreed. "This 



 

money's not going to the arts. You know it's not going to the arts. Everyone in this room knows it's not going to the 

arts," argued Rob Ford, claiming the revenues instead would be swallowed up by the city's burgeoning operating 

budget. "The arts and culture people who have been working hard thinking they're getting this money -- you're not 

getting this money." 

Bryn Weese, The Writing‟s on the Wall, Sun Media, Dec. 8 2009 

 

 

―Part of that money is expected to be used to pay for arts programs in the city. City staff, Mayor David Miller and artist 

advocacy groups all welcomed the move. Devon Ostrom, who is part of a group called beautifulcity.ca, took up the 

cause to introduce the tax as a means to raise money for public art and improve the city's visual landscape. He said 

council's decision to support the tax is a major win. "Most other forms of advertising, they give something back in 

exchange of attention," he told CBC News, ―"If you look at TV, you get 45 minutes of content for 15 minutes of 

advertising. With magazines, it's about 50-50, and with newspapers it's the same." But that rule doesn't apply to 

billboards a wrong that the new law rectifies, he said‖ 

Staff Writer, “Toronto billboard tax approved,” CBC News, Monday Dec 7, 2009 

 

 

―I‘m confident it‘s going to go to the arts because the budget committee has the moral responsibility at this point,‖ he 

said. ―The tax wouldn‘t exist without the arts community coming forward and pushing for it, or even inventing it in the 

first place.‖ But Councillor Kyle Rae, who sits on the budget committee, warned he can‘t offer guarantees. ―I can‘t give 

them that because council is supreme, and council waffles and prevaricates and changes its mind whenever the wind 

blows in another direction,‖ said Rae (Ward 27, Toronto Centre-Rosedale). Councillor Joe Mihevc (Ward 21, St. 

Paul‘s) was more reassuring. He said the city was simply following normal procedure by routing the revenue through 

the budget process.‖ 

Torstar News Service, “City OK‟s billboard tax , fraction of money may go towards arts,” Metro News, Dec 8, 

2009 

 

 

―After a long campaign by public space activists, the City of Toronto passed a tax on billboards. The CBC reported 

that the new tax is expected to raise $10.4 million, part of which will pay for arts programs in the city. The tax will 

come into effect in April 2010.‖ 

Toronto Media Co-op, “Toronto Month in Review – December,” Toronto Media Co-op, Dec 31  2009 

 

 

―About $1.4-million of the money the tax generates will go to covering the cost of enforcement, the rest into the city 

coffers to be allocated during the budget process. Council decided not to immediately commit the money to arts 

programs, but activists said yesterday they're confident that is where it will end up.‖ 

Natalie Alcova, “City Council approves billboard tax, more user fees,” National Post / Global TV Dec 8. 2009 

 

 

―Council took a ―fair and reasonable path" in controlling the way private companies use public spaces, while ensuring 

a portion of their profits go back to Torontonians, Mayor David Miller said after the vote. The changes are a victory for 

community organizations that have lobbied for a billboard tax for years, arguing that those profiting off the city's public 

space should give a little back. Their original desire to have the money earmarked for public art has been postponed 

until the city hashes out its budget in the coming months.‖ 

Anna Mehler Paperny, “Toronto passes sweeping new billboard rules,” Globe and Mail, Dec 8 

 

 

―While the Billboard Tax passed successfully and the city directed revenue towards improving enforcement of its 

signage bylaws, the arts funding has not been secured. Councillor Rob Ford called activists and artists who supported 

the tax ―freeloaders,‖ while Councillor Denizil Minnan-Wong has said the tax should not go towards artists but ―real 

people.‖ The Beautiful City campaign will continue into 2010 as the funds from the billboard tax are allocated.‖ 

http://www.cbc.ca/canada/toronto/story/2009/12/07/toronto-billboard-tax693.html


 

Mathew Kupfer, “Public Exposure: A short history of public art in Toronto,” the Varsity Jan 20, 2010. 

 

 

―Councillor Joe Mihevc (Ward 21, St. Pauls West), one of the by-law‘s primary supporters, says the proposed bill has 

significant public support. He cited Environics poll that says 70 per cent of Torontonians agreed with the by-law. ―The 

vast majority of Torontonians say if the billboards are taxed and that money goes towards public art and beautifying 

public spaces, they‘re very supportive of that,‖ he said.‖ 

Omar Mosleh, “Advertisers label proposed Toronto by-law „unrealistic‟ The Toronto Observer, Dec 4 2009 

 

 

―Beautifulcity.ca petitioned (with over 4,500 signatures!) to have leftover money from the tax allocated to the funding 

of public art (murals, sculptures, outdoor fests, and free performances). But, it seems the money will not be allocated 

to the arts upfront. Instead, the 2010 budget process will determine where the money will go. In a city where art 

spending is a joke, something like this has potential to be extremely beneficial. Toronto spends less on public art then 

any other major city in Canada.  According to an Environics poll, 55% of Torontonians would be less likely to support 

the tax if it didn't go towards arts. However, "We're confident city council will see the wisdom in supporting public art 

when it comes to determining the budget process," said Ostrom.‖ 

Maria Cortellucci, “Billboard Tax & Bylaw Passed by Toronto City Council,” BlogTo, Dec 7, 2009 
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Over 300 people attend the BeautifulCity.ca Town Hall in Council Chambers – to view the video please go to beautifulcity.ca and scroll down to the 
bottom the page or http://www.vimeo.com/5639645 Print quality images available under ‗downloads‘ at beautifulcity.ca 
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